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Abstract

Phenomenal improvements in the computational performance of multiprocessors
have not been matched by comparable gains in I�O system performance� This imbal�
ance has resulted in I�O becoming a signi�cant bottleneck for many scienti�c applica�
tions� One key to overcoming this bottleneck is improving the performance of parallel
�le systems�

The design of a high�performance parallel �le system requires a comprehensive un�
derstanding of the expected workload� Unfortunately� until recently� no general work�
load studies of parallel �le systems have been conducted� The goal of the CHARISMA
project was to remedy this problem by characterizing the behavior of several produc�
tion workloads� on di�erent machines� at the level of individual reads and writes� The
�rst set of results from the CHARISMA project describe the workloads observed on
an Intel iPSC���� and a Thinking Machines CM�	� This paper is intended to compare
and contrast these two workloads for an understanding of their essential similarities
and di�erences� isolating common trends and platform�dependent variances� Using this
comparison� we are able to gain more insight into the general principles that should
guide parallel �le�system design�
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� Introduction

There is a growing imbalance between the computational performance and the I�O subsystem

performance in multiprocessors� This imbalance has resulted in I�O becoming a signi�cant

bottleneck for many scienti�c applications� Thus� there is a clear need for improvements in

the design of high�performance parallel �le systems to enable them to meet the I�O needs

of these applications�

To be successful� a system designer must possess a thorough understanding of how the

system is likely to be used� Only with such an understanding can a system�s policies and

mechanisms be optimized for the cases expected to be most common in that system�s work�

load� Designers have so far been forced to rely on speculation about how parallel �le systems

would be used� extrapolating from �le�system characterizations of general�purpose workloads

on uniprocessor and distributed systems or of scienti�c workloads on vector supercomputers�

To address this limitation� we initiated the CHARISMA project in June ���� to CHAR�

acterize I�O in Scienti�c Multiprocessor Applications from a variety of production parallel

computing platforms and sites�� While some work has been done in studying the I�O needs

of parallel scienti�c applications 	typically by examining a small number of selected appli�

cations
� the CHARISMA project is unique in recording individual read and write requests

in live� multiprogramming� parallel workloads� We have so far completed characterization

studies on an Intel iPSC��� at NASA�s Ames Research Center ��� and on a Thinking Ma�

chines CM�� at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications ���� On both systems

we addressed a similar set of questions�

� What did the job mix look like� How many jobs were run concurrently� How many

processors did each job use�

� How many �les were read and written� What were their sizes�

�More about CHARISMA may be found at http���www�cs�dartmouth�edu�research�charisma�html�
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� What were typical read and write request sizes� and how were they spaced in the �le�

Were the accesses sequential and� if so� in what way�

� What are the overall implications for parallel �le�system design�

In this paper we address the �nal question by integrating results and observations across

multiple platforms� To that end� we use the results from the two machine�speci�c studies

to try to identify observations that hold across various multiprocessor platforms� and to

pinpoint characteristics that appear to be speci�c to a single platform or environment�

In the next section we describe previous studies of multiprocessor �le systems and �le�

system workloads� and we describe the two platforms examined in this study� In Section �

we outline our research methods� and in Section � present our results� Section � draws some

overall conclusions�

� Background

In this section� we review many of the previous studies of �le�system workloads and outline

the basic design of some current multiprocessor �le systems� Finally� we describe the design

of the two platforms we traced� the Intel iPSC��� and the Thinking Machines CM���

��� Workload Characterizations

We classify previous �le�system workload studies as characterizing general�purpose worksta�

tions or workstation networks� scienti�c vector applications� or scienti�c parallel applications�

General�purpose workstations� Uniprocessor �le access patterns have been measured

many times� Floyd and Ellis ��� �� and Ousterhout et al� ��� measured isolated Unix work�

stations� and Baker et al� measured a distributed Unix system 	Sprite
 ���� Ramakrishnan

et al� ��� studied access patterns in a commercial computing environment on a VAX�VMS

platform� These studies all cover general�purpose 	engineering and o�ce
 workloads with
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uniprocessor applications� These studies identify several characteristics that are common

among uniprocessor �le�system workloads� �les tend to be small 	only a few kilobytes
� they

tend to be accessed with small requests� and they tend to be accessed both completely and

sequentially 	i�e�� each byte in the �le is accessed in order � from beginning to end
�

Scienti�c vector applications� Some studies speci�cally examined scienti�c workloads

on vector machines� Del Rosario and Choudhary provide an informal characterization of

grand�challenge applications ���� Powell measured a set of static characteristics 	�le sizes


of a Cray�� �le system ���� Miller and Katz traced speci�c I�O�intensive Cray applications

to determine the per��le access patterns ���� focusing primarily on access rates� Miller

and Katz also measured secondary�tertiary �le migration patterns on a Cray ����� giving

a good picture of long�term� whole��le access patterns� Pasquale and Polyzos studied I�O�

intensive Cray applications� focusing on patterns in the I�O rate ���� ���� All of these studies

are limited to single�process applications on vector supercomputers� These studies identify

several characteristics that are common among supercomputer �le�system workloads� Unlike

workstation �le�system workloads� �les tend to be large 	many megabytes or gigabytes
 and

they tend to be accessed with large requests� Like workstation workloads� �les are typically

accessed both completely and sequentially�

Scienti�c parallel applications� Experimental studies of I�O from parallel scienti�c

programs running on multiprocessors are rare� Crockett ���� and Kotz ���� hypothesize

about the character of a parallel scienti�c �le�system workload� Reddy and Banerjee chose

�ve sequential scienti�c applications from the PERFECT benchmarks and parallelized them

for an eight�processor Alliant� �nding only sequential �le�access patterns ����� This study is

interesting� but far from what we need� the sample size is small� the programs are parallelized

sequential programs� not parallel programs per se� and the I�O itself was not parallelized�

Cypher et al� ���� studied individual parallel scienti�c applications� measuring temporal
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patterns in I�O rates� Galbreath et al� ���� present a useful high�level characterization based

on anecdotal evidence� Bagrodia et al� ���� have proposed using Pablo to analyze and

characterize speci�c applications� and Crandall et al� performed such an analysis on three

scienti�c applications ���� As part of the CHARISMA project� we have traced parallel I�O

requests by a live� production mix of user programs on an Intel iPSC ��� and on a CM�� ����

No other study has included more than one machine or programming platform�

��� Existing Parallel File Systems

A single� coherent model of parallel �le�access has not yet emerged� Parallel�I�O models are

often closely tied to a particular machine architecture as well as to a programming model�

Nonetheless� there are some common characteristics� To increase parallelism� most parallel

�le systems decluster blocks of a �le across many disks� which are accessed in parallel�

Most extend a traditional �le abstraction 	a growable� addressable� linear sequence of bytes


with some parallel �le�access methods� The most common provide I�O modes that specify

whether and how parallel processes share a common �le pointer ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Some systems are based on a memory�mapped interface ���� ���� and two provide a way

for the user to specify per�process logical views of the �le ���� ���� Some provide SIMD�

style transfers ��� ��� ��� ���� Finally� in addition to shared �le pointers� MPI�IO allows

applications to describe a mapping from a linear �le to the compute nodes running the

application in terms of higher�level data structures �����

Clearly� the industrial and research communities have not yet settled on a single new

model for �le access� Thus� some aspects of a parallel �le�system workload are dependent

on the particular model provided to the user� The implications of this fact for our study are

discussed throughout this paper� whenever such a dependency is apparent�
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��� Systems Under Study

To be useful to a system designer� a workload characterization must be based on a realistic

workload similar to that which is expected to be used in the future� For our purposes� this

meant that we had to trace multiprocessor �le systems that were in use for production scien�

ti�c computing� The Intel iPSC��� at NASA Ames� Numerical Aerodynamics Simulation

	NAS
 facility met this criterion� as did the Thinking Machines CM�� at the National Center

for Supercomputing Applications 	NCSA
�

����� Intel iPSC���	 and the Concurrent File System

The iPSC��� is a distributed�memory� message�passing� MIMD machine� The compute

nodes are based on the Intel i�� processor and are connected by a hypercube network�

I�O is handled by dedicated I�O nodes� which are each connected to a single compute

node rather than directly to the hypercube interconnect� The I�O nodes are based on the

Intel i��� processor and each controls a single SCSI disk drive� There may also be one or

more service nodes that handle such things as Ethernet connections or interactive shells �����

At the time of our study� the iPSC��� at NAS had ��� compute nodes and � I�O nodes�

Each compute node had � MB of memory� and each I�O node had � MB of memory and a

single �� MB disk drive ����� There was also a single service node that handled a ��Mbit

Ethernet connection to the host computer� The total I�O capacity was ��� GB and the total

bandwidth was less than � MB�s�

Intel�s Concurrent File System 	CFS
 stripes each �le across all disks in � KB blocks�

Requests are sent directly from the compute node that issues a request to the appropriate

I�O node for service� Since the iPSC is a MIMD machine� the compute nodes operate

independently of one another� To assist the programmer in coordinating accesses from these

independent compute nodes to a single� shared �le� CFS provides four I�O modes� Mode �

the default mode� gives each process its own �le pointer while mode � shares a single �le

pointer among all processes� Mode � is like mode �� but enforces a round�robin ordering
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of accesses across all nodes� and mode � is like mode � but restricts the access sizes to be

identical� More details about CFS� and its performance� can be found in ���� ��� ����

����� Thinking Machines CM�
 and the Scalable File System

The CM�� is a distributed�memory machine with many 	tens to thousands
 SPARC�based

Processing Nodes� and a small number of Control Processors 	CPs
� Processing nodes are

logically grouped into partitions� each of which is managed by a CP� Each job executes on

a single partition� Generally� each processing node in a partition executes the same pro�

gram� although they may execute di�erent instructions 	SPMD�style
� Within individual

partitions� jobs are timeshared� The processing nodes communicate via two scalable inter�

processor communication networks ����� Although it is possible for users� jobs running in

di�erent partitions to communicate with one another� it is rarely done in practice�

The CM�� supports a variety of I�O devices ���� ���� This study focuses on the Scalable

Disk Array 	SDA
� as it was the primary high�volume� high�bandwidth storage device on

the CM�� at NCSA� The SDA is an expandable RAID�� disk system that typically provides

I�O bandwidths of ������ MB�sec� The Scalable File System 	SFS
 is an enhancement of

the Unix �le system with extensions to support parallel I�O and large �les� Although it is

a fully general �le system� the SFS is optimized for parallel high�volume transfer�

During the tracing project� the CM�� at NCSA had ��� nodes� and was generally divided

into � static partitions of size ��� ��� ��� ��� and ��� nodes� The partitions on a CM�� are

recon�gurable� and at times the machine was recon�gured as a single ����node partition�

Each node had a single CPU� a network interface� and � vector units with a collectivememory

size of �� MB�node� The SDA had a single �le system distributed across ��� data disks and

� parity disk� for a total capacity of about ��� GB� The logical block size of this �le system

was ���� KB and the physical disk block size is �� KB�

The CM�� supports two primary programming models� data�parallel and control�parallel�

each with its own I�O model� In this paper we characterize I�O from programs written in
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CMF� a data�parallel Fortran dialect� and CMMD� a control�parallel messaging library� The

CMF programming model presents a single thread of control to the user� all nodes appear to

be executing identical code though they may be operating on di�erent data� CMF I�O is a

library of support routines that are layered on top of SFS and allow users to read and write

arrays 	or portions thereof
 to the SDA via either special library calls or normal Fortran

READ and WRITE statements� Since there is only a single thread of control� every I�O

request is collective� That is� whenever the application issues an I�O request� every node

in the application must participate in that request� Issues of data distribution and I�O

parallelization are hidden from the user�

The CMMD library may be used from a variety of familiar programming languages 	e�g��

C� C��� and f��
 and� like the iPSC� provides the user with an independent thread of control

for each processing node� CMMD I�O is also layered on top of SFS and� like CFS� provides

a variety of I�O modes ���� ���� CMMD�s local�independent mode� like mode  in CFS� gives

each process its own view of the �le� and allows each process to make arbitrary requests to

the �le� In global�independent mode each process has a private �le pointer� but all other

state is shared� For example� if one process performs an ioctl�� to change the blocking

mode� the blocking mode will be changed for every process� CMMD�s synchronous�sequential

mode is like CFS�s mode �� Every node must participate in an I�O request� but each may

request a di�erent amount of data� The data will be read from or written to a contiguous

region of the �le� and the nodes� requests will be satis�ed in round�robin order� In the �nal

mode� synchronous�broadcast� every node accesses the exact same region of the �le� While it

is possible to write data in this mode� it is most likely to be used to read header information

or a shared con�guration �le�

At NCSA� CMF users outnumber CMMD users by a factor of about � to � ����
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� Methods

Given the diversity of multiprocessor �le systems� it is not possible to construct an architecture�

independent workload study� Thus� it is important to study a variety of platforms� By com�

paring and contrasting results from production workloads on multiple platforms� we may

derive several bene�ts� First� if there are strong common trends one can con�dently make

some generalizations that can be used in parallel �le�system design� Second� studying various

platforms pinpoints platform� or environment�dependent characteristics that may be useful

when designing a new �le system for a similar platform or environment� In this section we

describe our methods for collecting and analyzing data on two di�erent platforms�

��� iPSC���� Trace Collection

A CHARISMA trace �le begins with a header record containing enough information to make

the �le self�descriptive� and continues with a series of event records� one per event� On the

iPSC���� one trace �le was collected for the entire �le system� We traced only the I�O that

involved the Concurrent File System� This means that any I�O which was done through

standard input and output or to the host �le system 	all limited to sequential� Ethernet

speeds
 was not recorded� We collected data for about ��� hours over a period of � weeks

in February of ����� While we did not trace continuously for the whole � weeks� we tried to

get a realistic picture of the whole workload by tracing at all di�erent times of the day and

of the week� including nights and weekends� The period covered by a single trace �le ranges

from � minutes to �� hours� The longest continuously traced period was about ���� hours�

Tracing was usually initiated when the machine was idle� For those few cases in which a job

was running when we began tracing� the job was not traced� Tracing was stopped in one of

two ways� manually or by a full system crash� The machine was usually idle when a trace

was manually stopped�

On the iPSC���� high�level CFS calls are implemented in a run�time library that is
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linked with the user�s program� We instrumented the library calls to generate an event

record each time they were called� Since our instrumentation was almost entirely within a

user�level library� there were some jobs whose �le accesses were not traced� These included

system programs 	e�g�� cp� and ftp
 as well as user programs that were not relinked during

the period we were tracing� While our instrumented library was the default� users that did

not wish to have their applications traced had the option of linking with the uninstrumented

library� Regardless of whether an application was traced or not� we were able to record all

job starts and ends through a separate mechanism� While we were tracing� ��� jobs were

run� of which ���� were only run on a single node� We actually traced at least ��� of the

��� multi�node jobs and at least �� of the single�node jobs� As a tremendous number of the

single�node jobs were system programs it is not surprising nor necessarily undesirable that so

many were untraced� In particular� there was one single�node job that was run periodically�

and which accounted for over � of the single�node jobs� simply to check the status of the

machine� There was no way to distinguish between an untraced job and a traced job that

did no CFS I�O� so the numbers of traced jobs are a lower bound�

One of our primary concerns was to minimize the degree that our measurement perturbed

the workload� To reduce network contention and local per�call overhead� we bu�ered event

records on each node and sent them to a central trace collector only when the bu�er was

full� Since large messages on the iPSC are broken into � KB blocks� we chose that as our

bu�er size� This bu�ering allowed us to reduce the number of messages sent to the collector

by well over �� without stealing much memory from user jobs� As our trace records were

written to the same �le system we were tracing� we were careful to minimize our e�ects

on its performance as well� by creating a large bu�er for the data collector and writing

the data to CFS in large� sequential blocks� Since our data collector was linked with the

non�instrumented library� our use of the �le system was not recorded�

Simple benchmarking of the instrumented library revealed that the overhead added by our
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instrumentation was virtually undetectable in most cases� The worst case we found was a ��

increase in execution time on one run of the NAS NHT�� Application�I�O Benchmark �����

After the instrumented library was put into production use� anecdotal evidence suggests that

there was no noticeable performance loss� Although we collected about � MB of data� our

trace �les accounted for less than �� of the total CFS tra�c�

Since each node bu�ered � KB of data before sending it to the central data collector� the

raw trace �le contained only a partially ordered list of event records� Ordering the records

was complicated by the lack of synchronized clocks on the iPSC���� Each node maintains

its own clock� the clocks are synchronized at system startup but each drifts signi�cantly

after that ����� We partially compensated for the asynchrony by timestamping each block of

records when it left the compute node and again when it was received at the data collector�

From the di�erence between the two� we attempt to adjust the event order to compensate

for each node�s clock drift relative to the collector�s clock� While this technique results in

a better estimation of the actual event order� it is still an approximation� so much of our

analysis is based on spatial� rather than temporal� information�

��� CM�	 Trace Collection

On the CM�� we traced programs from two di�erent programming models� data�parallel CM

Fortran 	CMF
 programs and control�parallel CMMD programs� In both CM�� programming

models� as in CFS� applications perform their I�O via runtime libraries� In this paper� we

examine and discuss only the I�O done to and from the Scalable Disk Array�

CMF� As with CFS� we instrumented the run�time CMF I�O libraries to collect traces�

While we gathered all our data in a single �le on the iPSC� on the CM�� each application�s

trace data was written to a separate �le� We traced nearly all CMF applications that ran

during the ���day period from June ��� ���� to July �� ����� The instrumentation had a

mechanism for users to disable tracing of a particular job by setting an environment variable�
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Some users 	for example� industrial partners of NCSA
 requested this feature and made use

of it� thereby not having their applications traced� We had a separate mechanism that

allowed us to count the total number of CMF jobs that were run during the tracing period

even if they suppressed trace generation� Out of ���� such jobs in that period� ��� were

traced� Neither �gure includes programs that were compiled before the tracing library was

installed� The ��� jobs traced represent ��� distinct applications run by ��� distinct users�

As on the iPSC� we attempted to reduce the e�ects of our tracing on the user population�

We wrote the per�job trace �les onto the serial Unix �le system to avoid contention with

SDA I�O� We bu�ered the trace records in memory and wrote them to disk in large blocks to

minimize tracing overhead� Performance measurements taken during beta�testing indicate

that our instrumentation increased total application execution time by less than ���

CMMD� While we can classify the CMF workload as a �general� workload� the CMMD

workload was self�selecting� We developed the CMMD tracing library at Thinking Machines

Corporation on an in�house version of CMMD� Since it was developed o��site� the NCSA

systems sta� was reluctant to make it the default library� so we relied on users who voluntarily

linked their programs to the CMMD tracing library for us to gather traces� We traced for a

period of two weeks in the summer of ����� and obtained traces from ��� jobs representing

�� distinct applications run by �� distinct users� The volunteers tended to be heavy users

of the SDA� and relatively sophisticated programmers� who were interested in parallel�I�O

behavior� We can perhaps classify this workload as an I�O�intensive workload compared

to the general CMF workload� This di�erence should be considered when interpreting the

CMMD data�

CMMD I�O is implemented as a client�server architecture in which a privileged CM�

� host process is responsible for running a server loop� We monitored CMMD I�O by

piggybacking trace records on the client�server protocols� The actual trace records were

produced on the CM�� compute nodes� communicated to the host server� then written to
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the local Unix �le system� Since communication of trace records was embedded into the

normal client�server I�O protocols we believe that perturbation was minimal�

� Results

In this section we compare and contrast the iPSC and CM�� workloads� We try to identify

common trends� and to isolate reasons for di�erences in behavior� We characterize the

workload from the top down� We begin by examining the number of jobs in the machine�

then the number and use of �les by all jobs� and then examine individual I�O requests� In

addition to studying the sizes of I�O requests� we look for sequentiality and regularity among

them� We then examine the requests at a higher level and try to identify speci�c kinds of

regular access patterns� Finally we examine �le sharing at various granularities�

Summary statistics for the three sets of traces may be seen in Table �� We classify �les

by whether they were actually read� written� or read and written within a single open period�

rather than by the mode used to open the �le� Some �les were opened but neither read nor

written before being closed�

Traced Megabytes Number of �les
System Jobs Read Written Opened Read Written Both Neither
CFS �� ������� �������� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���
CMF ��� �������� �������� ��� ���� ���� ��� �
CMMD ��� ������ �������� �� ��� ��� �� �

Table �� Summary of data collected on both the iPSC and the CM���


�� Jobs

Fig� � shows the amount of time each machine spent running a given number of jobs�� Since

the CM�� had a much larger user base� it is not surprising that it spent less time idle than

�The data on the overall number of jobs for the CM�� was collected over � weeks in May ����� not during

the tracing period� Since we do not attempt to correlate this information with any other results in the paper�

this lack of contemporaneousness should not be viewed as signi�cant�
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Figure �� Amount of time the machine spent with the given

number of jobs running� This data includes all jobs� even if

their �le access could not be traced�

did the iPSC� Unlike the iPSC� the CM�� had timeshared partitions that allowed more jobs

to run at the same time� Although the iPSC was idle for nearly ��� of the time we were

tracing� the CM�� was idle for less than �� of the time� When the machines were actively

executing jobs� the iPSC spent ��� of the time running a single job� and the CM�� spent ��

of the time running a single job� This means the the iPSC was being used to run multiple

applications simultaneously ��� of the time� and the CM�� was executing multiple jobs ���

of the time� Although not all jobs use the �le system� a �le system clearly must provide high�

performance access by many concurrent� presumably unrelated� jobs� While uniprocessor �le

systems are tuned for this situation� most multiprocessor �le�systems research has ignored

this issue� focusing on optimizing single�job performance�

Fig� � shows the distribution of the number of compute nodes used by each job on each

machine� Although single�node jobs appear to dominate the job population on the iPSC�

most of those jobs were caused by a daemon that was run periodically to check the status

of the machine� The multiple�node jobs were fairly evenly distributed among the remaining

sizes� up to �� nodes� Although the iPSC allowed jobs as small as a single node� the CM��

had a minimum partition size of �� nodes� About �� of the CMF jobs on the CM�� used
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Figure �� Distribution of the number of compute nodes used by jobs in our workload� Both

machines limit the choice to powers of 
 and the CM�	 has a minimum partition size of �
 nodes�

this smallest partition size� On the other hand� since the CMMD workload was self�selecting

and included fairly large and I�O�intensive applications� we observe a bias toward a large

number of nodes� Over �� of traced CMMD jobs used ��� nodes or more� Clearly� for a

�le system to be successful� it must allow e�cient access from both small� sequential jobs

and large� highly parallel jobs under a variety of conditions and system loads�


�� Files

In the two systems studied� there are two di�erent manners in which a �le may be opened�

locally or globally� A �le is said to be locally opened if each node that accesses the �le issues

an independent request to open the �le� When a �le is locally opened� each node that opens

the �le has a private view of that �le� and operations on that �le are not directly a�ected

by other nodes using that �le� In contrast� a �le is said to be opened globally when all the

nodes in an application collectively issue a request to open that �le� When a �le is globally

opened� the nodes have a shared view of the �le�

The CFS I�O model does not support the notion of a global open� so each �le in CFS

must be opened locally� As is discussed in Section ����� CFS provides several access modes

that allow �les to be treated globally once they have been opened� When discussing per�job
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�le statistics� we coalesce the local opens issued by CFS into a single global open� That is� if

multiple nodes in a CFS application each issue a local open for the same �le� we count those

local opens as a single global open� Since CMF is a data�parallel language� and provides

only a single thread of control� every �le operation in CMF is collective� and all �le opens in

CMF are global� CMMD allows programmers to open �les either locally or globally� Since

CMMD applications that wish to open a �le globally may do so explicitly� and since few

CMMD �les were opened locally� we do not attempt to coalesce these local opens into global

opens as we do with CFS�

In Table � above� note that many more �les were written than were read 	indeed� � to �

times as many
� We speculate that the programmers of traced CFS applications often found

it easier to open a separate output �le for each compute node� rather than coordinating writes

to a common output �le� This hypothesis is supported by the substantially smaller average

number of bytes written per �le 	��� MB
 than average bytes read per �le 	��� MB
 on the

iPSC� This di�erence in the average number of bytes accessed does not appear in the CM��

workload� CMF jobs read an average of ���� MB��le and wrote an average of ���� MB��le�

while CMMD applications read ����� MB��le and wrote ���� MB��le� The domination of

write�only �les on the CM�� appears to come partly from checkpointing activity and partly

from output �les that were written to the SDA for later visualization� While the number

of bytes read or written per �le with CMF was substantially smaller than with CMMD� the

amount of data transferred per �le is still an order of magnitude larger than we observed

with CFS� The users seem to have made use of the higher disk capacity and bandwidth that

the CM�� o�ers� Another common trend across all three platforms was that there were very

few �les that were both read and written 	���� in CFS� ���� in CMMD� ���� in CMF
�

This behavior is also common in Unix �le systems ��� and may be accentuated here by the

di�culty in coordinating concurrent reads and writes to the same �le�

Table � shows that most jobs opened only a few �les over the course of their execution�
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Number of Number of Jobs
Files CFS CMF CMMD
� �� ��� �
� �� �� �
� �� �� �
� �� �� ��
� � �� ��
� � �� ��
� � �� ��
�� �� ��� ��

Table �� Among traced jobs� the number of �les opened by jobs was often small 	���
�

although a few opened many �les 	one CFS job opened ���� �les
� Although CMF required

that �les be opened on all nodes� under CFS some of the jobs that opened a large number

of �les were opening one �le per node� Although it is not shown in the table above� nearly

��� of the jobs that used CMF did not use any �les on the SDA� These applications were

probably compute intensive and did their I�O via NFS� The number of �les opened per job

was higher in CMMD than CMF� again perhaps due to the self�selected nature of the users�

Despite the di�erences in the absolute numbers of �les opened� it appears clear that

the use of multiple �les per job is common� Therefore� although not all �les were open

concurrently� �le�system designers must optimize access to several �les within the same job�

We found that only ���� of all opens in the CFS workload were to �temporary� �les

	de�ned as a �le deleted by the same job that created it
� The rarity of temporary �les and

of �les that were both read and written indicates that few applications chose to use �les

as an extension of memory for �out of core� solutions� Many of the CFS applications were

computational �uid dynamics codes� for which they have found that out�of�core methods

are in general too slow� The workload on the CM�� exhibited a larger number of temporary

�les 	���� of CMF jobs and ���� of CMMD jobs
� This di�erence may indicate that out�

of�core methods were more common on the CM��� or it may have been caused by deletion

of checkpoint �les by jobs that ran to completion�
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Figure �� Cumulative distribution function �CDF of the

number of �les of each size at close� For a �le size x� CDF�x

represents the fraction of all �les that had x or fewer bytes�

Fig� � shows a wide range in the size of �les from system to system�� Most of the �les

accessed with CFS were between � KB and � MB� Although these �les were larger than

those in a general�purpose �le system ���� they were smaller than we would expect to see

in a scienti�c supercomputing environment ���� Files on the CM�� were signi�cantly larger

than on the iPSC� and the sizes were much more evenly distributed� One likely reason that

�les on the CM�� were larger is the availability of � times more disk space�


�� I�O Request Sizes

Figures � and � show that on both the iPSC and the CM��� the vast majority of accesses

were small� but that most bytes were transferred through large accesses�

Indeed� ��� of all reads under CFS requested fewer than � bytes� but those reads

transferred only �� of all data read� Similarly� �� of all writes under CFS were for fewer

than � bytes� but those writes transferred only �� of all data written� The number of

small requests is surprising due to their poor performance in CFS ����� CMMD�s interface is

�As there were many small �les as well as several distinct peaks across the whole range of sizes� there

was no constant granularity that captured the detail we felt was important in a histogram� We chose to plot

the �le sizes on a logarithmic scale with pseudo�logarithmic bucket sizes� the bucket size between �� and ���

bytes is �� bytes� the bucket size between ��� and ���� is ��� bytes� and so on�
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Figure 
� CDF of the number of writes by request size

and of the amount of data written by request size�

similar to that of CFS� in that each compute node issues requests for data independently of

all other compute nodes� Requests in CMMD were somewhat larger than CFS� with ��� of

the reads and ��� of the writes under � bytes� CMF provides a collective model for I�O�

in which requests are issued for all compute nodes at once� Accordingly� we would expect to

see much larger requests under CMF than either CMMD or CFS� We found� however� that

even under CMF� ��� of the reads and ��� of the writes were under � bytes� As with

the iPSC� small requests on the CM�� are known to perform poorly�

Although accesses on the CM�� were larger than those observed on the iPSC� they were
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still signi�cantly smaller than the tens or hundreds of kilobytes used in typical performance

analyses of these systems ���� ���� Studies have shown that large I�O requests are common in

scienti�c applications running on supercomputers� but we have now seen that small requests

are common in scienti�c applications running on parallel computers� Indeed� this trend

holds across two di�erent parallel machines� using three parallel �le�system interfaces and

two parallel programming models� Therefore� we believe that this preponderance of small

request sizes in the observed scienti�c workloads is a natural result of parallelization and is

fundamental to a large class of parallel applications� We conclude that future parallel �le

systems must focus on providing low latency for small requests as well as high bandwidth

for large requests�


�
 Sequentiality

One common characteristic of previous �le system workload studies� particularly of scienti�c

workloads� is that �les are typically accessed sequentially ��� �� ��� We de�ne a sequential

request to be one that begins at a higher �le o�set than the point where the previous request

from that compute node ended� This is a looser de�nition of sequential than is used in the

studies referred to above� What previous studies have called sequential� we call consecutive�

A consecutive request is a sequential request that begins precisely where the previous request

ended� Figures � and � show the amount of sequential and consecutive access to �les in the

observed workloads� In these �gures� we look at per�node access patterns for CFS and

CMMD� and at per�job access patterns for CMF�

With all three interfaces� nearly all of the accesses to write�only �les were �� sequential�

While access to read�only �les was also predominantly sequential� both CMF and CMMD had

several �les that were read non�sequentially� There were several applications on the CM��

that wrote data to �les in forward order and then read it back in reverse order� This behavior

accounts for at least some of the non�sequential accesses on that machine� Unsurprisingly�

most read�write �les were accessed non�sequentially�
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Figure �� CDF of sequential access to �les� Each point on a line indicates the fraction of �les in

the workload that contain no more than the indicated percentage of sequential accesses�

Looking at the graphs of consecutive access in Fig� �� we �nd that the behavior varies

between systems and interfaces� With both CFS and CMF� nearly �� of the write�only �les

were accessed �� consecutively� With CMMD� on the other hand� only �� of the write�

only �les were accessed completely consecutively� With all three interfaces� read�only �les

were much less likely to be accessed consecutively than write�only �les� The least consecutive

access was found in CFS� in which over ��� of the read�only �les had no consecutive accesses

at all� In all cases� access to read�write �les was primarily non�consecutive�

One signi�cant reason for the relatively high percentage of consecutive access in write�

only �les on the iPSC was a tendency for applications to assign a di�erent �le to each

node that was writing data� When only a single node accesses a �le� there is frequently
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Figure � CDF of consecutive access to �les� Each point on a line indicates the fraction of �les

in the workload that contain no more than the indicated percentage of consecutive accesses�

no reason for that node to access the �le non�consecutively� When multiple nodes access

a �le� as happened frequently with read�only �les in CFS and with �les in CMMD� the

large number of sequential� but non�consecutive� accesses was often the result of interleaved

access� Interleaved access arises when successive records of a �le are accessed by di�erent

nodes� so from the perspective of an individual node� some bytes must be skipped between

one request and the next� The high percentage of consecutive access to �les from CMF

programs is expected because we are looking at collective� job�level patterns� rather than

individual� node�level patterns� Since the I�O requests in CMF applications are not issued

by the individual nodes� this sort of interleaving is unlikely to appear�
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Figure �� The number of di�erent interval and request sizes used in each �le across all partic�

ipating nodes� Files with zero interval sizes had at most one access by each node� Files with zero

request sizes were opened and closed without being accessed�


�	 Regularity

These workloads� with many small� non�consecutive requests� are di�erent from previously

observed workloads on traditional uniprocessors and supercomputers� In an attempt to gain

a better understanding of the observed workloads� we tried to identify points of regularity�

Intervals� We �rst looked at the interval between requests� or the number of bytes between

the end of one request and the beginning of the next� Consecutive accesses have an interval

of size � The number of interval sizes used in each �le� across all nodes that access that �le�

is shown in Fig� �� A surprising number of �les 	around ��� in all cases
 were read or written

in one request per node 	i�e�� there were no intervals
� Most of the �les 	��� in CFS� ���

in CMF� and ��� in CMMD
 that were accessed with a single interval size were accessed

consecutively 	i�e�� the one interval size was 
� The remainder of ��interval�size �les� along

with the ��interval�size �les� represent most of the remaining �les� which suggests that there

exists another form of highly regular access pattern� Only a few �les had � or more di�erent

interval sizes� and their regularity 	if any
 was more complex�
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Requests� To get a better feel for this regularity� Fig� � also shows the number of di�erent

request sizes used in each �le� CFS exhibited the highest degree of regularity� with over ��

of the �les being accessed with only one or two request sizes� CMMD was next with about

��� of the �les being accessed with only one or two di�erent request sizes� CMF was the

least regular with just over half of the �les being accessed with two or fewer request sizes�

This may indicate that CMF users used the same �le to store di�erent data structures 	e�g��

di�erent matrices
� Even in CMF� over �� of the �les were accessed with three or fewer

request sizes� Combining the regularity of request sizes with the regularity of interval sizes�

many applications clearly used regular� structured access patterns� possibly because much

of the data was in matrix form�


�� Strided Access

To better understand the structure and causes of the regular but non�consecutive access

patterns� we examined the trace �les for evidence of strided access patterns �����

����� Simple�Strided

We refer to a series of I�O requests as a simple�strided access pattern if each request is for

the same number of bytes� and if the �le pointer is incremented by the same amount between

each request� This pattern would occur� for example� if each process in a parallel application

read a column of data from a matrix stored in row�major order� It could also correspond to

the pattern generated by an application that distributed the columns of a matrix across its

processors in a cyclic pattern� if the columns could be distributed evenly and if the matrix

was stored in row�major order� Since a strided pattern was less likely to occur in single�node

�les� and since it could not occur in �les that had only one or two accesses� we looked only

at those �les that had three or more requests by multiple nodes�

Fig� � shows that many of the accesses to the selected subset of CFS and CMMD �les

appeared to be part of a simple�strided access pattern� Since consecutive access could be
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Figure �� Cumulative distribution of �les according to the fraction of accesses that were involved

in a simple�strided pattern� These plots show the frequency of strided access both with consecutive

accesses counted as strided� and without�

considered a trivial form of strided access 	with an interval of 
� Fig� � shows the frequency

of strided accesses with and without consecutive accesses included� In either case� over ��

of all the �les we examined in CFS were apparently accessed entirely with a strided pattern�

Strided access was also common in CMMD� with over �� of the �les being accessed entirely

in a strided� non�consecutive pattern� If we exclude consecutive access� there appeared to be

almost no strided access in CMF� with no more than �� of the requests to any �le taking

part in a strided pattern� This lack of strided access in CMF is not surprising� since strided

access is typically caused by the explicit expression of data distribution in a control�parallel

program� Accordingly� the remainder of our discussion will focus on CFS and CMMD�

We de�ne a strided segment to be a group of requests that appear to be part of a single

simple�strided pattern� While Fig� � shows the percentage of requests that were involved

in some strided segment� it does not tell us whether each �le was accessed with a single�

�le�long strided segment� or with many shorter segments� Fig� � shows that while most �les

had only a few strided segments� there were some �les that were accessed with many strided

segments� Since we were only interested in those cases where a �le was clearly being accessed

in a strided pattern� this �gure does not include consecutive accesses or segments with fewer

than � requests� The number of requests in a segment varied between the machines� Fig� ��
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fewer than �� requests� Note that the two plots use di�erent scales�
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Figure ��� Head of the segment�length distribution� These plots show number of segments of a

given length �including �short� segments of �� or fewer accesses�

shows that while most segments in CFS fell into the range of � to � requests� most of the

segments in CMMD had �� to �� requests� Fig� �� shows that there were some �les that

were accessed with much longer segments on both machines�

While the existence of these simple�strided patterns is interesting and potentially useful�

the fact that many �les were accessed in multiple short segments suggests that there was a

level of structure beyond that described by a simple�strided pattern�

����� Nested Patterns

A nested�strided access pattern is similar to a simple�strided access pattern but rather than

being composed of simple requests separated by regular strides in the �le� it is composed of
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Figure ��� Tail of the segment�length distribution�

strided segments separated by regular strides in the �le� The simple�strided patterns exam�

ined in the last section could be called singly�nested patterns� A doubly�nested pattern could

correspond to the pattern generated by an application that distributed the columns of a ma�

trix stored in row�major order across its processors in a cyclic pattern� if the columns could

not be distributed evenly across the processors� The simple�strided sub�pattern corresponds

to the requests generated within each row of the matrix� while the top�level pattern corre�

sponds to the distance between one row and the next� This access pattern could also be gen�

erated by an application that was reading a single column of data from a three�dimensional

matrix� Higher levels of nesting could occur if an application mapped a multidimensional

matrix onto a set of processors�

Maximum Level Number of Number of
of Nesting CFS �les CMMD �les

 ��� ��
� ���� ���
� ��� ��
� ���� ���
��  �

Table �� The number of �les that use a given maximum level of nesting�

Table � shows how frequently nested patterns occurred in CFS and CMMD� A �le that

had no apparent strided accesses had zero levels of nesting� Files that were accessed with
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only simple�strided patterns had a single level of nesting� Interestingly� on both machines

it was far more common for �les to exhibit three levels of nesting than two� This tendency

suggests that the use of multidimensional matrices was common on both systems�


�� Synchronized Access Modes

Although the notion of synchronized access to �les is built into the semantics of the data�

parallel CMF� such is not the case with CFS and CMMD� To provide synchronized access

to �les� both CFS and CMMD provide the user with the option of using a �le pointer that

is shared among all the nodes� They also provide several modes� each of which provides the

user with di�erent semantics governing how the �le pointer is shared�

Given the regularity of request and interval sizes on the iPSC� CFS�s modes 	see Sec�

tion �����
 would seem to be helpful� Our traces show� however� that over ��� of the �les

used mode � which provides each node with an independent �le pointer� Fig� � gives one

hint as to why� although there were few di�erent request sizes and interval sizes� there were

often more than one� something not easily supported by the shared�pointer modes� Mode 

was also known to be the fastest of the four modes o�ered by CFS�

In contrast to CFS� CMMD�s local�independent mode was known to be slow and was

only used for ���� of total I�O� Instead� CMMD applications used synchronous�sequential

mode for most 	���
 of their I�O� Synchronous�broadcast mode was used for only ���� of

total I�O� Global�independent mode was used for ����� of total I�O� and we speculate that

it was used when just one node or a subset of nodes were using a �le among themselves�

From the above data� one may be inclined to conclude that CM�� applications only needed

fast synchronous I�O� Anecdotal evidence suggests� however� that users frequently wanted

independent I�O but were not willing to pay the performance penalty� That CMMD and CFS

users adopt very di�erent I�O strategies to achieve the same end result 	high performance
�

illustrates how the capabilities of an existing machine may in�uence user behavior�
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Figure ��� CDF of �le sharing between nodes in Read�Only and Write�Only �les at byte and

block granularity� The block size on the iPSC was � KBytes and the block size on the CM�	 was


��	 KBytes�


�� File Sharing Between and Within Jobs

A �le is concurrently shared if two or more processes have it open at the same time� In

uniprocessor and distributed�system workloads� concurrent sharing is known to be uncom�

mon� and writing to concurrently shared �les is almost unheard of ���� In a parallel �le

system� of course� concurrent �le sharing among processes within a job is presumably the

norm� while concurrent �le sharing between jobs is likely to be rare� Indeed� in our traces we

saw a great deal of �le sharing within jobs� and no concurrent �le sharing between jobs� The

interesting question is how the individual bytes and blocks of the �les were shared� Fig� ��

shows the frequency of both byte� and block�sharing in each system�

In all three cases� there was more sharing of read�only �les than of write�only �les� which
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is not surprising given the complexity of coordinating write sharing� Indeed� in CFS �� of

read�only �les had all of their bytes shared by multiple compute nodes� while �� of write�

only �les had no bytes shared at all� We found similar results with CMMD� in which ��� of

the read�only �les had all their bytes shared� and ��� of the write�only �les had none of their

bytes shared� CMF had the least sharing of the three systems� with ��� of the write�only

�les having no bytes shared and �� of the read�only �les having �� or fewer bytes shared

by multiple compute nodes� This lack of sharing is likely an artifact of CMF�s data�parallel

programming model� where processors are statically assigned non�overlapping portions of a

matrix� Even when there was not a lot of byte�sharing� there was usually a large amount

of block�sharing� Overall� the amount of block sharing implies strong interprocess spatial

locality� and suggests that caching at the I�O nodes may improve system performance ����

� Conclusions and Recommendations

Across the two machines and two programming models covered in this paper� we found

important similarities and di�erences� Compared to uniprocessor workloads� all three parallel

workloads used much larger �les� and were dominated by writes� Although there were

variations in magnitude� we found small request sizes to be common in all three parallel

workloads� just as they are in uniprocessor workloads� Compared to vector�supercomputer

workloads� we observed much smaller requests and a tendency toward non�consecutive� but

sequential �le access� Finally� parallelism leads to new� interleaved access patterns with high

interprocess spatial locality at the I�O node� While some of the details of our results may be

speci�c to the two systems we studied� or to the workloads at the two sites� we believe that

the general conclusions above are widely applicable to scienti�c workloads running on loosely�

coupled MIMD multiprocessors� This category includes many current multiprocessors�

Ultimately� we believe that the �le�system interface must change� The current interface

forces the programmer to break down large parallel I�O activities into small� non�consecutive

��



requests� We believe that a control�parallel model should support strided I�O requests

from the programmer�s interface to the compute node� and from the compute node to the

I�O node ���� ���� A strided request can e�ectively increase the request size� which lowers

overhead and introduces opportunities for low�level optimization �����

Future Work

While we believe that low�level workload analyses such as we have conducted are an impor�

tant �rst step towards developing parallel �le systems that can meet the needs of parallel

scienti�c applications� there is still a great deal of work to be done�

� Trace more platforms to reduce the likelihood that results are speci�c to an architecture

or environment�

� Study speci�c applications in greater detail� Our workload studies describe how parallel

�le systems are used� but studying individual applications will allow us to understand

why they are being used in that fashion� and to better understand the application

programmer�s fundamental needs�

� Design and implement new interfaces and �le systems based on these workload analyses�
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